Cortellis Deals Intelligence

Negotiate your
best possible deal
Benefit from the
industry's highest
quality and largest
deals database

The largest and highest
quality deals database

Effective dealmaking is crucial for company growth,
getting drugs/devices to market and overall commercial
success. Cortellis Deals Intelligence provides the
essential data foundation to quickly find the most optimal
deal without compromising due diligence, combining:

Insights on true
deal structures

Custom analytics based on
your specific search criteria

Enhanced visualizations for
fast evaluation and comparison

Get a complete picture of available
assets and identify partners earlier
Cortellis Deals Intelligence is a powerful tool on its own,
but when used in conjunction with Cortellis Competitive
Intelligence, you’ll gain an even stronger competitive
edge by combining insights on deals with extensive
pipeline, company and patent information.
Robust data

95K+

34K+

177K+

9M+

20K+

6.4K+

deals

contracts (9K+ unredacted)

company
profiles

patents from
3M+ patent families

discovery phase assets

venture funding investments

Expert team

650+

4-7+

chemists, biologists
and editors with a
medical background

years relevant
experience to inform
manual content curation

Built-in quality

Manual indexing and tagging
based on industry-leading
ontologies drives consistency

Sources monitored and
updated as needed via manual
and automated channels

"Searching through publicly available
data... took up way too much of my
time. Cortellis... allows me to get
quickly to the deal information I need."
Chief Business Officer, Biotechnology Company

Unlock the hidden insights in data
Find the best partner, determine the best time to license a drug and identify the optimal
terms for your asset using the largest single source of integrated deals intelligence and
analytics – trusted by 70% of the world’s top out-licensers.

Industry-leading
intelligence

Powerful
search filters

Summaries &
visualizations

Utilize complete deal structures
on SEC-filed contracts, complete
contracts, smart summaries and
deal overviews.

Quickly identify potential deal
partners by therapeutic area,
mechanism, technology or stage
of development.

Export effective royalty rates,
smart summaries, deal overviews,
financials and standardized
deal overviews.

Make better decisions and accelerate innovation
Contact a representative to learn how Cortellis Deals Intelligence can
accelerate innovation for your organization, or visit clarivate.com/cortellis

Access trusted intelligence integrated across the R&D lifecycle
Make data-driven decisions with speed and certainty across the drug and device development lifecycle with the Cortellis suite
of life science intelligence solutions – including customized consulting and services delivered to your specific requirements.
Only Cortellis delivers the insights needed to accelerate innovation with confidence.
R&D continuum

Discovery & preclinical development
Clinical development & regulatory compliance
Portfolio strategy & business development
Generics strategy & development
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